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Winter 2011

Numbering of Chapters and Assigned Problems

The following table shows the correspondence between the chapter numbers in the full book
(Physical Chemistry) and the shorter book version (Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy, or
QCS), for the first and the second edition. Only the chapters covered in CHEM 2010 are included
in the table.

1st Edition 2nd Edition
full book QCS full book QCS

12 1 12 1
13 2 13 2
14 3 14 3
15 4 15 4
16 5 16 5
18 7 18 7
20 9 20 9
21 10 21+22.1–3 10+11.1–3
23 12 23.1–4 12.1–4
24 13 23.5–10 12.5–10
25 14 24 13
28 17 27 16

The assigned problems are listed below with the numbers for the full book versions, as follows:
“1st Edition number”= “2nd Edition number”. The “C” indicates that it is a question from the
“Questions on Concepts” section. So, for example, 21.C8=21.C1 means question Q21.8 from
the “Questions on Concepts” section in the 1st Edition of the full book, which is the same as
question Q21.1 from the “Questions on Concepts” section in the 2nd Edition of the full book.
21.2=21.10 means question Q21.2 from the “Problems” section in the 1st Edition of the full
book, which is the same as question Q21.10 from the “Problems” section in the 2nd Edition of
the full book.

To get problem numbers in the QCS versions of the books, adjust the chapter numbers
according to the table above.

Note that there are sometimes minor differences between the questions of the 1st Edition and
2nd Edition (for example, numbers are sometimes different in the data for numerical problems).

This year (W 2011) I am changing the list of assigned problems relative to previous years.
Assignments 1 to 5 are up to date, but more changes will be made to the other assignments.
In the last part of this document, I put a number of additional questions or problems that are
illustrative of what you may find on the tests and final exam.

Assignment #1:
12.2=12.13
12.3=12.11
12.4=12.12
12.17=12.3



12.19=12.16
12.20=12.6

Assignment #2:
13.1=13.18
13.2=13.26

Assignment #3: — none in W2011 —

Assignment #4:
? =15.15 (2nd edition)
? = 15.24 (2nd edition)
15.22=15.1
15.23=15.22

Assignment #5:
20.2=20.21
20.6=20.30
? =20.17 (2nd edition)
20.15=20.19

Assignment #6:
21.C3=21.Q20 (conceptual question #20)
21.C8=21.Q1 (conceptual question #1)
21.2=21.10
21.7=21.3

up to here on March 6, 2011

Assignment #7:
23.C2=23.C15
23.C11=“What is the difference between a molecular orbital and a molecular

wavefunction?”
23.4=23.2

Assignment #8:
24.8=23.23
24.9=23.11
24.10=23.6
24.12=23.10

Assignment #9:



28.3=27.10
28.4=27.15
28.5=27.18
28.6=27.3
28.7=27.12

Practice questions for upcoming tests and exam

1. The C-O double bond in formaldehyde is a “strong” chemical bond. Give a rough esti-
mate of the energy it would take to break that bond. (You will get full marks if your answer is
within a factor of two of the true answer).

2. The attractive energy of interaction between two molecules in a liquid at room tempera-
ture typically falls in the range from roughly to roughly .
(You can use any system of units you want. 1a.u. = 27.21eV = 627.5kcal/mol = 2625kJ/mol)

3. Consider a particle-in-a-box of length a = 6 Å, where x goes from x = 0 to x = 6 Å.
(a) Sketch the wavefuntion with n = 3 (the solution to the Schrödinger equation with n = 3).
(b) At what values of x is the wavefunction ψ3(x) equal to zero?

4. The ionization energy of barium monofluoride BaF (the minimum energy required to re-
move an electron from BaF) is 4.59 eV. Is this “big” or “small” compared to kBT at room
temperature? Explain. (1a.u. = 27.21eV = 627.5kcal/mol = 2625kJ/mol)

5. Calculate the energy of interaction between two electric dipoles that both have a length
of 1 a.u. and a charge separation q = ±1 a.u., when the dipoles are positioned as follows: one
dipole is at x = 0, the other is at x = 10 a.u., and both dipoles are pointing along the positive x
axis.

6. Calculate the electrostatic interaction (energy of interaction) for a system of three protons
(q = +1 a.u. for each H+) that are arranged on a line, with the H+ at positions x = 0.00 a.u.,
x = 8.00 a.u., and x = 16.00 a.u.. Give your final answer in units of kcal/mol.
(1a.u. = 27.21eV = 627.5kcal/mol = 2625kJ/mol)

7. The allowed energy levels for a particle-in-a-box (PIB) are h2n2/8ma2. The correspondence
principle states that, under certain conditions, the predictions of quantum mechanics (QM) and
the predictions of classical mechanics (CM) are basically the same. Explain how the correspon-
dence principle applies to the energy for the PIB, and say under what conditions QM and CM
give qualitatively similar predictions about the energies of the PIB.

8. The complex number z is equal to: z = 3 − 4i. Calculate z∗z = |z|2.

9. The photoelectric effect led to the idea that light carries energy in the form of energy packets
equal to E = hν. It is found, experimentally, that there is a specific frequency ν0 for every metal
such that: (a) if one shines light of frequency smaller than ν0 on that metal, no electron gets



emitted; but (b) if one shines light of frequency greater than ν0 on that metal, some electrons
are emitted. Explain, in words, what hν0 represents.

10. What is meant by the expression “wave-particle” duality? You can give one or two ex-
amples if you wish.

11. When a low energy electron hits a crystal’s surface, it gets diffracted like a wave. But
when a tennis player hits a tennis ball into the net, the ball is not diffracted by the net. Why?
When a beam of high energy electrons hits a crystal’s surface, it does not produce a diffraction
pattern: why?

12. The allowed energies of a free particle form a continuous spectrum (there is no “spac-
ing” between two successive energy levels). However, the allowed energies of a particle-in-a-box
form a discrete spectrum (there are energy gaps between successive energy levels, the PIB can
not have an energy value inside any of these gaps). Why is energy continuous in one case and
discrete in the other?
Based on your answer, do you expect energy levels to be discrete or continuous for electrons
inside molecules? Explain.

13. Answer with a few words and one equation: what is Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle?

14. The states of a particle in a 3D box are specified by the 3 quantum numbers nx, ny, nz.
What is the degeneracy of the energy level to which the state nx = 2, ny = 2, nz = 1 belongs for
a cubic box?
Same question with nx = 2, ny = 2, nz = 2.
Same question with nx = 1, ny = 2, nz = 3.

15. Suppose that you need to calculate the average value of the position coordinate “x” for
a particle described by a wavefunction φ(x). What integral do you need to evaluate? (just write
down the integral)

More practice questions, for upcoming test #2

16. Compare the wavefunction n = 3 of a particle in a box (PIB) with infinite potential walls,
to the wavefunction n = 3 of a particle in a finite-depth box (PIFDB) where E3 = 0.8× V0, and
V0 is the depth of the box. (a) What are the similarities between the two? (b) What are the
differences?

17. Porphyrins are macrocycle molecules with 22 delocalized π electrons in a framework made
of 20 carbon and 2 nitrogen atoms. Porphyrins bind metal ions to form stable complexes. The
first electronic excitation energy (ie, “HOMO-LUMO” transition) of magnesium etioporphyrin
(MgEtioP) is 2.14 eV.
(a) What wavelength of light, in nm, will promote that electronic transition?
(b) If you used the PIB as a model for the π electrons of porphyrin, roughly what value of
box length “a” would you take, and what would be the quantum numbers corresponding to the



highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and to the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO)?
(c) With your answer in (b), and the PIB energy formula En = n2h2/8ma2, calculate an estimate
to the HOMO-LUMO energy separation for a porphyrin.

18. A metal like Na(s) is a good conductor of heat and electricity, whereas an insulator like
C(s,diamond) is not. The most loosely bound electrons (“valence electrons”) in Na(s) are delo-
calized whereas, in C(s,diamond), they are localized.
(a) Compare a single Na atom to a single C atom, and explain why electrons are delocalized in
Na(s), but not in C(s,diamond).
(b) Use the PIB model and explain how having delocalized vs localized electrons give totally
different energy levels in the two solids (Na(s), and C(s,diamond)).
(c) Take T = 300 K. In units of kBT , roughly what is the HOMO-LUMO energy separation in
Na(s), and what is it in C(s,diamond)? I only want an order of magnitude estimate.

19. Does the electric conducitivity of a metal increases, decreases, or stays roughly the same,
when temperature is increased? Explain.

20. What is a “hydrogenlike” atom? What is the hydrogelike atom when Z = 3?

21. How much energy is required to excite the H atom from the n = 1 level 22. The ion-
ization energy of a H atom is 13.606 eV. What energy is required to remove the lone electron of
the atomic ion Li2+?

to the n = 4 level? What wavelength of light promotes this excitation?

23. What quantum numbers can you associate to a 5d atomic orbital?
Is there only one 5d atomic orbital, or many? Explain.

24. What do we mean by a “unbound state” of the hydrogen atom?

25. The 2s and 3s AOs of the H atom are orthogonal. (a) Explain what that means. (b)
The 2s and 3s are both spherical in shape: so what makes them orthogonal?

26. (a) Make a drawing that depicts a isovalue surface of the 3px atomic orbital. On your
drawing, indicate all the nodal surfaces.
(b) Same question, but for a 3dxz orbital.


